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- Lehigh NHERI EF Staff Organization
- Summary of NHERI Lehigh EF and ATLSS Center Relationship
- Introduction to Website
NHERI Lehigh Experimental Facility
Staff Organization

NHERI Principal Investigators
PI – J. Ricles
Co-PI – R. Sause

NHERI Operations Manager
(NEES EOT, PMCR, Safety)
C. Kusko

ATLSS Center Staff
Director – R. Sause
Deputy Director – J. Ricles
Admin Director – C. Kusko
Business Manager – D. Oravec
Administrative Support – L. Mazarul
IT Manager – P. Bryan
Lab Ops Manager – D. Fritchman
Instr Manager, Controls – E. Tomlinson
Instr Manager, Data Acquisition – C. Bowman
Laboratory Technicians
Instrumentation Technicians

Legend
100 % NEES O&M Funded
O&M Funded (partial)
Subcontracted under NHERI O&M
Specific NEES Responsibilities
Introduction to Website

• NHERI Website: https://www.designsafe-ci.org/
  • Facility information and facility ECO activities

• NHERI Lehigh website:
  • https://lehigh.designsafe-ci.org/